
Reigns: Her Majesty

**About Reigns: Her Majesty**

Reigns: Her Majesty is the successor to the successful Mobile Games Reigns. As in the previous

game, players must rule their own kingdom and make numerous decisions that influence their

further reign.

As the name suggests, you step into Reigns: Her Majesty not into the shoes of a king, but a queen.

The gameplay basically remained the same, but was complemented by new features. Your job is

to make decisions about the demands or requests of your subjects. Each of your decisions has a

direct influence on your further rule. In addition, you must ensure that there is always a balance

between the individual parties of the kingdom and that no riots break out. In the successor of

Reigns, you can now find special mystical inventory or master special royal challenges.

**Reigns: Her Majesty - Features:** 

- Be a wise queen: Reigns: Her Majesty is the successor to the popular game Reigns. This time,

however, you do not rule as king but as queen over your own kingdom. Your task is to ensure the

continued existence of the court and to balance between the individual camps of the kingdom.

Representatives of the Church, the people, the army and the treasury will come to you regularly and

make demands. Decide with a swipe to the right or left how to respond to the demands or

requests of your subjects. Keep in mind, however, in all your decisions, that the balance between

the parties should always be maintained, so that no riots occur or even civil war breaks out.

- Find inventory: A new feature of Reigns: Her Majesty is that you now have a special inventory

system available. During the game, you can find five rare items that you can steadily improve as

you progress. You have the option to apply these items to special character cards. Thus,

completely new twists of the story are unlocked.

- Master challenges: In the game, you can now face many challenges. These challenges are mostly

goals that are given to you that you need to achieve during your reign. If you manage, you will

receive new card sets as a reward. With these card sets, you have completely new ways to

continue your reign.

Conclusion: Reigns: Her Majesty is a worthy successor of the popular Mobile Games Reigns. The

game skillfully combines the well-tried gameplay of its predecessor with new features. For

example, in the new part you can complete challenges or collect items.


